Dear Ecolog,

UC Davis is entering the second year of the National Science Foundation grant in support of a new Research Traineeship (NRT) program “Sustainable Oceans: From Policy to Science to Decisions”. Our Sustainable Oceans NRT will train the next generation of PhD marine scientists under a new paradigm that places the policy focus on the front-end of the research and training enterprise as a means of building more effective links between the science and decisions on sustainable use of living marine resources. The basis of the new interdisciplinary paradigm is combining traditional graduate training in core disciplines and interdisciplinary courses on marine science and policy with immersion into the policy process and politics surrounding ecosystem-based fishery management.

Details on the program and application procedures are at our website and below:

sustainableoceans.ucdavis.edu.

Questions regarding the program may be sent to: msdevries@ucdavis.edu
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